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BALANCING IN THE
BUSYNESS

THE PRECIOUS
PRESENT
By Pablo Lopez
“We must be faithful to
the present moment or we will
frustrate the plan of God for
our lives.” Venerable (soon to
be Saint) Solanus Casey
spoke these wise words. This
quote has been on my mind
lately: I think about how
challenging it can be at times to
remain faithful to the present
moment when one is constantly
worrying about the future and
sometimes even the past. These
worries take us out of the precious
present that is before us. In this
current moment, we are called to

Solanus Casey lived each
day as if it were his last. He was
present to those who needed
him especially the sick and the
poor. He had no worries about
what was to come, famously
saying, “let us thank God in
advance for what he will do.”
That is trust in God’s plan to the
fullest. Solanus encourages us to
put away our plans so God’s
plan may always

be present to
serve God as
seminarians, we
are not yet called
to be present as

“LET US THANK
GOD IN ADVANCE
FOR WHAT HE
WILL DO.”
~SOLANUS CASEY

priests. We can be
so caught up in the timeline of
when those great moments will
come in our lives that we do not
even realize the great moments
that are already occurring before
our very eyes.
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remain first. How can
we lead a way that is
unknown to us? It is
not possible. It only
becomes possible

when we put all trust in God to
lead the way. Brothers we were
all called in many unique ways,
and now God has brought us
here. Let us remain faithful to our
call by being present to God’s
plan in our lives.
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Jason Keller
As many of you know or have
started to figure out, we have
entered what is probably the
busiest time of the year. We have
weekdays full of apostolates,
formation, and classes; weekends
full of fundraisers, parties, and
masses; and on top of that,
papers to write and exams to
study for. It is times like these
when we have to really work on
balancing the four pillars of
formation. It can be hard, even
painful at times, but it is a great
opportunity to learn how to
structure your time which is an
invaluable life skill.
The intellectual pillar can be
particularly burdensome this time
of year, and we should not
neglect it, but we also should not
let it outbalance the others. Make
sure you still make an effort to
pray and spend time in
community. It is important to
maintain a good prayer life,
especially when things get busy.
And yes, there is something to be
said for building and maintaining
good relationships in the
community. However, don’t
spend so much time in the chapel
or the lounge that you don’t get
your work done. And make sure
that your apostolate does not get
drowned out amidst all the other
things you have to do.
Believe me, finding the right
balance can be difficult. Some of
us still have not quite figured it
out. But figuring out how to
manage your time will help you
whether you end up running a
parish or a family.

Announcements

Grace Tues/Thurs/Sat: Luke McNiell
Saint of the Week: St. Margaret of Scotland

• Thursdays—Good Shepherd Group 7:158:30pm in Aquinas Hall
• Friday—Friday Night Formation
• Saturday—Oratory, 10am, Aula
• Saturday—Go Karting trip! 1-5pm
• Sunday—St. Augustine Group, 7pm, Sacred
Heart Chapel

Prayer Intentions
Margaret was taken into the Home of the king of
Scotland, and together they raised a family devout
in the faith. She encouraged the people of
Scotland in the faith, and she built churches.
Margret passed away due to illness from her pius
and poverty filled life. If anybody is looking for a
spiritual mother, Margret would be a saint to
consider. Feast: November 16 Patronage: Scotland

 For the repose of the soul of Brian Petro’s
grandfather.
 For the repose of the soul of Scott Burin,
neighbor of Connor Hetzel, who died
unexpectedly last Friday
 For Greg, family friend of the Jasko’s, who is
in chemotherapy for stage 2 cancer.
 For Linda, a woman from Joe Menkhaus’
home parish, who is fighting her second
round of cancer.
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Borromeo Buckstars @TheBuckstarsNov 9
More

Vocations are like girl scout cookies: they're all good, but
one's gonna end up being your favorite. #NVAW
damian ference @frferenceNov 5

Perhaps in purgatory Jesus will appear as the people we most dislike.
We'll have to learn to love him in them. Then our love will be pure.

From Rome to Home
~World News for your Cultured Contemplation~
By Eddie Miller

Colombia’s Coffee Crisis
Stock up on your coffee beans folks, there’s a crisis in
Colombia. The South American country is the third largest
exporter of coffee in the world, with coffee sales accounting
for nearly 8% of the country’s export revenues. The crisis
comes in the form of a fungal disease that affects coffee
plants by infecting the Arabica plant and slowly killing it,
rendering the plant useless for coffee bean production.
Infected plants develop brown spots on their leaves that
emit a rust-colored powder when scratched. Rest assured
though that scientists in Colombia are working non-stop to
develop a strategy to defend the precious Arabica plants
from the disease. While we all stand with bated breath as
we await the fate of our beloved bean juice, there is only one solution to this potential coffee
shortage: to use it as an excuse to drink more. Source1 Source2 Source3 Source4

Song of the Week
Cover of Birdy’s “Wings”
by the Missing People Choir
The group is made up of parents who have lost their
children. This song impacted me a lot as I thought
about all of the moms, dads, and siblings whose
loved ones have gone missing and the terrible
emotional stress they must be under with not
knowing if their loved ones are still alive. Perhaps,
after listening to this song we can be sympathetic
to the awful suffering our brothers and sisters are
going through and make an intentional effort to
include them and their loved ones in our prayers,
asking God to grant them consolation and peace
in the midst of their suffering. ~James Parisi
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Wickliffe Weekly Forecast
by Max Giorgi

Comprehensive Forecast:

In the Depths of November
Monday 11/13:
Tuesday:

43/37: Cloudy and chilly.

44/35: Cloudy and chilly.

Wednesday:

70%: 51/38: Cloudy; afternoon rain.

Thursday:

42/36: Chilly with sun and clouds.

Friday:

70%: 53/37: Warmer with wind and rain.

Saturday:
Sunday:

50%: 42/32: Cooler with wind and rain.
39/30: Cold and mostly cloudy.

Monday 11/20:

43/34: Chilly and mostly cloudy.

**Watch your weather! Follow the link below and never miss an update on your forecast!
Weather Forecast Link: http://fox8.com/weather/

Weather News:
What’s shaping up for Thanksgiving
week? A possible snowstorm! Read
about the “Greenland Block” pattern.

*** Forecasts are credited to Fox8 News Cleveland. Information in “Weather News” will be cited when not common knowledge. This page
is authored and maintained by Max Giorgi. ***
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Monsignor
Manners
Introduction Propriety
When introducing a chap or colleague to
someone of higher rank than you (e.g., the Rector, Bishop, Dean, etc.), a
gentleman would always present his friend to the superior saying
something such as, “Father Rector, may I present to you my brother
Claudius.” Among peers, the difference in introductions is noticeable:
“Andronicus, this is my brother Claudius.” or “Claudius, meet
Andronicus.” When making introductions, a good rule of thumb is to
repeat that person’s name as you shake his or her hand. For example, when
meeting a lady, a gent would bow slightly and shake her hand whilst
saying, “It is a pleasure to meet you, Phoebe.” A churchman does his best
to commit a stranger's name to memory; it is not always easy but
memorizing another’s name is worth the effort.

Latin phrase of the week
Caveat emptor
Let the buyer beware.
e.g. “When buying raffle tickets, caveat emptor
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Look-Alike / Conspiracy Theory Page

Father Damian Ference

Friedrich Nietzsche

~Look-Alike or Ubermensch reincarnation?

*Leaked by Lindsay Fullerman
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